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Agile USA was established in April 2019, with the objective and 
commitment to helping organizations, teams, and individuals 
accelerate in the Agile Transformation. Agile USA conducts in-
house private workshops as well as public training events with 
the aim of equipping individuals and teams with the tools and 
knowledge needed to transcend their capabilities and achieve 
maximum efficiency. To date, we have conducted workshops 
and training sessions on Agile, Scrum, AMP, and SAFe around the 
world. Our workshop locations include the USA, Pakistan, UAE, 
India, Saudi Arabia and UK.

Agile USA has had the pleasure of transforming the work structure 
of past clients and leading them to adapt frameworks such as 
Scrum and SAFe. This is achieved via rigorous training programs 
that encompass everything from solving ‘Toxic Team’ norms to 
empowering your scrum teams. Today these companies enjoy 
higher output and are meeting their objectives at a faster pace 
than they previously ever thought possible. In essence, our ultimate 
goal is to make learners proficient in terms of understanding and 
practice.

With that being said, Agile USA looks forward to a future where 
all organizations, industries and individuals are up to date with 
the tools needed to leverage the Agile process and are able to 
coherently function within the framework. We believe that this 
future is achievable and wish to be pioneers within the process. 
Agile USA pledges to ameliorate its standard and teaching 
methods with every passing day and to spread highly valuable 
knowledge and skills. 

About Agile USA
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Mr. M. Fahad Khan is an Agile coach and keynote speaker at the company he works for; A 
Fortune 500 company with 100 years of history and success under its belt.

Mr. Khan is an IT industry expert with a master’s degree in Computer Software Engineering 
who possesses an in depth understanding of the coaching and software development 
processes. He is a bilingual team-driven Senior Scrum Master/Agile coach. He also has a 
background in mentoring and training capable teams to achieve project goals and meet 
deadlines in an Agile development environment. He has also been a keynote speaker in 
various national/international conferences and workshops. 

Fahad is also a qualified Scrum consultant with 13 years of extensive experience in the 
IT industry. He was also the recipient of a gold medal at his university graduation. After 
years of working on numerous IT projects, Fahad decided to fully immerse himself in the 
world of Agile transformation. Today, he has been working full time for 8 years as an Agile 
Coach and Scrum master.

His previous endeavors in the field of Agile coaching include a 2 years stint at Software 
Studio 365 where he managed 5 Scrum teams, including 2 that were based in Pakistan. 
His next journey took him to Childcare CRM where he managed 3 teams over the course 
of 2 years and guided them on how to adapt to the Scrum framework. Currently, he works 
at JCPenney as their Agile coach and is managing 40 people who have been divided into 
6 teams, including two offshore teams based in Bangalore India.

Muhammad Fahad Khan
Founder Agile USA

About Speaker 

Professional Experience:
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Fahad has set up the foundation and implementation of the Agile framework in multiple 
companies that are based in the US. Furthermore, he has also conducted virtual workshops 
in countries across the globe. He is a highly regarded professional in his industry and has 
a personal ambition of helping accelerate the Agile transformation worldwide.

Mr. Khan has extensive experience directing a range of medium to large-scale projects 
for a wide range of industries and oversees the scrum teams of app and web developers 
who make their clients’ ideas become reality. His responsibilities include analyzing client 
needs, matching them with system requirements, and transforming creative designs into 
functioning technical developments.

As an Agile coach, he provides oversight for project designers, developers, Product owners, 
scrum masters and architects to ensure that all the elements are coherent, precise and 
accurately implemented.
 
Mr. Khan believes that with true alignment and solid execution, amazing things can be 
accomplished. Keeping this in mind, he has devised a series of seminars where you can 
leverage coaching skills to be the best Agile Coach/Scrum master that you can be.

He has conducted workshops and training sessions on Agile, Scrum and SAFe, around the 
world. So far, his workshop locations include the USA, Pakistan, UAE, India, Saudi Arabia 
and the UK.
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“Some people 
dream of success, 
Agile USA make it happen”
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Fahad’s Achievements:
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WHAT WE OFFER 
WORKSHOPS /
TRAININGS 
ON: 

Agile is a mode of software development with tons of approaches, channels 
and designs producing the work incrementally. It is also provides product 
owners different procedures and techniques which can assist them with 
rapid distribution of high-quality software.

Agile
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System of a team which assists product owners to escalate their work method 
in accordance with the sprint planning which is a period of about four weeks 
in which the community of scrum decides the subsequent time of a particular 
project and put all their expertise analytics to work.

SAFe is a knowledge-based entity which has its sets of principles and practices 
that are already proven for best and to be applied in order to achieve business 
goals. SAFe also provides courses, training, and certificates to the enterprises 
to strengthen their development, marketing, operations and so on.

Scrum

SAFe Framework
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Our vision is to help other companies achieve their objectives in the most 
efficient way. To make this vision a reality, and achieve our goals, we offer a 
variety of learning methods including pattern meetings and plannings. 

We aim to promote the Agile transformation not only to organizations but 
to individuals as well; these can include product owners, scrum masters, 
development teams and really any domain of IT.

SERVICES 
AND GOALS
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WE LOVE
WHAT WE DO
BECAUSE
WE ARE
PASSIONATE
ABOUT IT

Expert Team Work
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Agile USA 
Evaluate, collaborate, 
ameliorate
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For starters, you will be able to understand the essentials of Agile management, 
the planning process, methodologies, how to lead an Agile team and use 
Scrum. You will also learn how to manage stakeholder meetings and the 
concern towards the quality and value of the Agile project. Additionally, you 
will be given a certificate that signifies your understanding and proficiency of 
Agile.

WHAT YOU WILL GET

Agile USA 
Cultivate success
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TESTIMONIALS

Chuck Gibbs

Brad Potthoff

David Weiss

“Fahad made a big difference in helping ChildCareCRM get 
to the next level in our Agile process with his scrum master 
skills. He managed through a difficult transition time and 
helped the development team reach new levels in velocity.”

“Fahad lives and breathes Scrum, evangelizing and enforcing 
the framework and presenting at conferences and other 
events globally. Fahad is an ardent facilitator and coach for 
the Scrum team and a first-class gentleman. In addition, 
Fahad has owned the support queue, working closely and 
effectively with stakeholders to ensure that bug fixes are 
appropriately prioritized and expedited. Fahad would be a 
critically valuable resource at any Agile enterprise.”

“Fahad is an excellent Agile coach/ Scrum Master with a 
very deep knowledge of the subject matter and a ready 
willingness to share his expertise. He is highly intelligent, 
very patient, well-organized and he helps teams he is with 
perform at the best of their ability. In addition, he is always 
cheerful and friendly and is a ready mentor to new hires 
who may not be familiar with scrum or agile, like myself. 
On top of everything else, he has a great sense of humor 
as well.”

Chief Visionary, Chairman &amp; Founder at ChildcareCRM

Sr. Product Manager | PSPO | SaaS | Ed Tech | Mobile | CRM | 

Toptal Network

Product Owner at ChildCareCRM
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TESTIMONIALS

Matt Amoia

Jerad Lally

“While I only worked with Fahad at ChildCareCRM for a short 
time... it was a good time! Fahad was a great teammate 
and brought the positive energy on a daily basis. He is a 
talented & knowledgeable Scrum Master sure to be a 
valuable contributor to any team.”

“Fahad gives his time generously to help educate other 
members of our organization about agile best practices. 
He is very passionate about being an Agile Coach and stays 
on top of best practices and new information that drive 
our Scrum events forward. Fahad is an energy source, great 
team player, and valued member of our organization.”

“When our company was making its very first hiring surge, the 
first position we felt necessary to fill was the one of Scrum Master. 
At the time we had a pseudo working of the agile framework 
and we needed to take it to the next level. Then comes in Fahad. 
He not only educated the development team, but he made 
sure the entire company knew what scrum was and that would 
be the status quo going forward. Over the years, the company 
grew, and Fahad grew with it. He always wanted to make sure 
that nothing was stagnant in the development team. Whether 
it was doing a wacky new game during retro that brought a lot 
of insight, or deploying new processes that the team was finally 
ready for. He created a much-needed level of decorum, tact, and 
organization to all of the scrum processes that we didn’t have 
before he was brought on board. Ultimately, the two words I 
would use to describe Fahad would be ‘innovative’ and ‘effective’. 
Any scrum team would instantly improve if they brought on the 
master of scrum that is Fahad.”

CEO at ChildcareCRM

Revenue Operations | Marketing | Business Development

Kevin Trabilsy
Interface Developer at IPeople
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TESTIMONIALS

Sarah Mashood

M. Farooq

Nigel Thurlow

“We are proud to have partnered with Agile USA to equip 
our teams with everything latest on Agile/Scrum. Fahad 
is one of the best and passionate trainers I`ve ever come 
across. His knowledge and firm grip on SAFe (Scaled Agile 
Framework) is inspiring, gentleman has literally lived it for 
years.”

“I’ve been asked to say a few words about Fahad and the teaching/
training he’s going to bring you in Pakistan. I’ve known him for 
about three years, he’s got about 5 years as a scrum master 
under his belt, but has been in the Agile industry and space for 
12 years now. I first met him when he took my “Toyota training 
scrum, the Toyota way” session and since then we’ve continued 
to interact. I’ve been mentoring him to some extent, and he’s 
seen me speak several times at a number of keynotes. I find him 
to be an incredibly knowledgeable and genuinely nice guy. I 
think you’re gonna have a great deal of fun in his workshop and 
wish him all the best. I believe the training he is going to share 
with you will be a fantastic opportunity to learn and I think he’s 
gonna do you and Pakistan a great deal of service. Good luck to 
Fahad and everybody, have a fantastic time, Thank you.”

“It was a pleasure working with Agile USA, they provided a full 
hand on experience and the founder, Mr. Fahad Khan was the 
keynote speaker at Lean Fest Digital 2020, on August 15th, 2020. 
He made the whole Agile/Scrum a journey to success session 
more informative with his in-depth knowledge and cooperation. 
I personally recommend Agile USA to all organizations and 
individuals that wish to ameliorate their teamwork experience 
and general productivity. I must say, Agile USA is one of the 
leading Agile organizations in USA.”

TRG Learnfest Lead, Torque Corp.

Country Manager, VERIPARK, Pakistan

CEO Flow Consortium, Co-Creator The Flow System, Author, 
Keynote Speaker,  Scrum & Agile Trainer, Lean Expert 
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TESTIMONIALS

Raheel Waseem

Ehsen R.

Zubia Anwar Malik

I attended the Agile, Scrum & SAFe 5.0 training held on 3rd 
& 4th September 2020. It was very well put together and 
delivered!

That was a very good and informative session(Agile, Scrum & 
SAFe 5.0). Value added to the next level of experience.

“Through this course, I’ve met a lot of interesting people and 
connected with them. I loved the exercises which helped 
me learn how Agile works in an actual environment. Fahad 
made learning fun, making sure you understood the concepts 
before moving on to the next topic. Being in this immersive 
environment really helped me grasp SCRUM, SAFe, mainly 
because of the Fahad’s way of delivery. Fahad is an excellent 
Agile coach/ Scrum Master with a very deep knowledge of the 
subject matter and a ready willingness to share his expertise.
Agile USA is a great hub of agile knowledge/practices. I will 
recommend Agile USA for agile workshops.”

IT Application Specialist Cards & Channel Bank Nizwa

Test Automation Architect Contour Software 

Assistant Manager – Process Analyst (SQA) - K-Electric Limited
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Agile Pakistan
Nov 30, 2019 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

A Journey to Success with Jira. The speaker explained how they adapted the Agile/Scrum 
framework and how they use different KPI’s to track the progress. He also demonstrated a 
hands-on experience with Jira software to manage projects.

Veripark
Jul 03, 2020 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

M. Fahad Khan explained Agile and SAFe 5.0 in depth and elaborated on its importance in a 
world that is rapidly evolving and continues to demand the best possible way to get work done.

Learn Fest Digital
Aug 15, 2020 03:00 pm - 03:45 pm

M. Fahad Khan explained how Scrum/Agile is a journey to success. He also elaborated on the 
journey of his company whilst giving real life examples. Furthermore, he explained all the scrum 
ceremonies and artifacts with examples.

Virtual Workshop Agile, Scrum & SAFe 5.0
Sep 3-4, 2020 5:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Muhammad Fahad Khan who works for a Fortune 500 company with 100 years of history and 
success under its belt explained why they opted to implement SAFe 5.0 to continue their legacy 
of being the market leaders in their field. Mr Khan who manages multiple scrum teams also 
elaborated on how organizations and individuals can benefit from the scrum process.

Jazan University Saudi Arabia
Sep 15, 2020 10:00 AM - 05:00 PM

Conducted a workshop on September 15th, 2020 and he  explained Agile and Scrum in depth 
and elaborate on its importance in a world that is rapidly evolving and continues to demand the 
best possible way to get work done.

PAST EVENTS 
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Lean agile US
Feb 27, 2018 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Lean Agile US conference. It happened in Fort Lauderdale Florida in February 2018. It was a 
high-quality opportunity to learn and connect with global speakers and authors. The conference 
brought out the best of the Agile, Lean and Kanban worlds.
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Meet Our 
Official Partners

Making a positive impact requires teamwork. And Agile USA has the privilege of 
collaborating with major industry leaders. Through our mutual determination 
and cooperation, we strive to provide our valued clients with enriching service 
experiences that surpass the market standard. Meet our official partners;
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“ THE SECRET OF
BUSINESS IS TO 
KNOW SOMETHING 
THAT NOBODY 
ELSE KNOWS ”



Contact Us:

+1 (469) 810-8949

 

support@theagileusa.com

fahad.khan@theagileusa.com

www. theagileusa.com

13151 Emily Road Suite 200 Dallas, TX 75240 USA


